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AUSTRALIA PTY LTD is a 100%
Australian owned business established in
1987.
We specialize only in air brake and related
equipment for road transport vehicles, so
we are able to concentrate on what we
know and do best, without the hindrance
and distraction of unrelated business
activities.
Our mission in life is simple: to provide the world's best air brake products at Australia's
best prices, backed up by the best service and after-sales support possible.
Our method too is simple: we have aligned ourselves with the world's leading
manufacturers, including ALKON, SEALCO, SYNFLEX, TSE, and WABCO, with
complete and open access to their cutting edge technical expertise. This range of world
renowned products is now complemented by our own PACIFIC brand, all ably backed
up by our team of Australia's most knowledgeable air brake and antilock professionals,
with close to a century of accumulated experience between them.
From its beginnings in 1987, AIR BRAKE CORPORATION has grown to become
Australia's major supplier of ADR engineered air and electronic brake control systems
and components to Australia's OE truck, bus, and trailer manufacturers.
As a wholesaler, we don't sell direct to the end user, but instead rely on an extensive
network of distributors around Australia for aftermarket sales of genuine brand
replacement parts, repair and maintenance kits.
Headquartered in the Sydney suburb of Hornsby, AIR
BRAKE CORPORATION boasts a dedicated team of
skilled
employees,
including
technical
sales
representatives based in Brisbane and Melbourne, and
a branch office and warehouse in Perth.
We are now looking to the future of heavy vehicle
braking with EBS (electronic braking systems, or
'brake-by-wire') forming the foundation for advanced
technologies like stability control, electronic suspension
control, reverse sensing with automatic braking, and
autonomous emergency braking, so rest assured,
wherever the road may lead you, we'll be with you all
the way!
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> PRODUCTS
WABCO Fahrzeugbremsen (EUROPE)
including CLAYTON DEWANDRE (UK)
air brake valves & systems, service and
springbrake actuators, ABS, EBS, etc.
TSE Brakes (USA) springbrake actuators.
SEALCO Air Controls Inc (USA)
WILLIAMS Controls (USA)
pneumatic controls, etc.
SYNFLEX Furon (USA)
nylon air brake tubing.
ALKON Corporation (USA)
push-to-connect nylon tube fittings.
GENUINE JKC, NABCO, & SANWA SEIKI
to suit Japanese commercial vehicles.

PLUS…
PACIFIC Air Controls - our exclusive new
range of quality air brake system components.

> SERVICES
Supply of air brake and electronic brake systems (ABS/EBS) and related
components to OE truck, bus, and trailer manufacturers.
Supply of genuine brand replacement parts and repair kits to the aftermarket via an
extensive national network of distributors.
Design, testing, and assembly of air and electronic brake systems (ABS/EBS) to
Australian Design Rule requirements (ADRs 35 & 38).
Design and manufacture of ABS and EBS wiring harnesses to specific customer
and vehicle requirements.
Computer analysis and simulation of trailer braking performance for ADR38
compliance certification.
Training in air brake and electronic (ABS/EBS) brake system function,
maintenance, and repair for workshop personnel.
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